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I enjoy HO games, but this , personally, lost it's fun value about 10 "missions" in. Then it was just a lot of redundancy. I don't
mind redundancy, if it's challenging. This game really isn't a challenge at all for me. About half of the time spent "playing" this
game was me minimizing it to do other things because I grew bored of it at the moment, then coming back to it later. Pros: -
Great way to spend some free time, especially if you enjoy HO puzzle games - Simple to play - Music is not that bad. (I
personally mute it to listen to my music, but the game soundtrack isn't bad.) -Use of hints for finding those tricky (and poorly)
named objects. Cons: - Game loosed it challenge about a third of the way into it. - Puzzles become VERY redundant. - Many of
the items you had to find in the later HO challenges were rather vague at what the object could be. It would say one thing and
mean something completely different. (Example is it would want you to find a tool. A hand saw is a tool, but it's not the tool it
wants you to find.) - Graphics could be better, but for the age of this game, I'm not going to complain too much. Everyone has
their own opinion, but I personally lost my appeal for this game. It was a nice time waster, that was about it.. I really enjoyed the
game to start with. There were many maps and mini games between them, but a few levels in it started to get repetitious,
especially the mini games. The mini games repeat themselves with the exact same game with the exact same picture. This was a
great game to play after a long day. I could sit, play, and not really think. Timed mode gives plenty of time if your goal is just to
relax. I will look for more games by popcap for this reason. It was a relaxing liitle game.. Dear Gods, why did I buy the Popcap
Bundle? WHY? *ahem* Let's do this. This game is the 6th hidden object game I have played. Like the Mystery P.I. games that I
have played and reviewed, this game was produced by Spintop and published via Popcap. The objects hidden in the scenes are
almost all the same, and there are only a very few which would be different. The flavor of story accompanying this game is
finding a stone tablet, which will lead to the World Gem (which looks like a ginormous refined diamond big enough to be
likened to the size of a toddler). Well. That's all of a story. I have played through the main game and the endless seeking mode
for hidden objects, like I did in Escape Rosecliff Island and the four Mystery P.I. games I have played. Good Gods did that take
some time. Not recommended unless you're a junkie for hidden object games and have the necessary patience and tenacity to
find everything. .and there will be another Amazing Adventures game waiting for me. But this will be reviewed in due time.. I
keep nodding off while playing this game.. A very nice hidden object game.. Amazing Adventures Around the World is another
fun, find-the-object game from PopCap. The game features attractive graphics but an unfortunately low viewing resolution of
only 800x600 stretched to fullscreen. The gameplay is brisk, the music appropriate and their are both a collectible and bonus
game added on to each one of the campaigns 25 missions. Unfortunately both widescreen resolutions and the Steam Overlay are
not supported. Overall however, Amazing Adventures Around the World delivers what it promises, an entertaining albeit flawed
puzzle game.
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